
“Enhancing Inclusive, Caring & Safe Learning Environments” 

(Summary of Activity Cards Collected) 

(23 random; 1 Central Office; 1 School Board; 18 Principal; 23 AP/Admin; 23 Dean/Counselor; 

19 Teacher; 49 Parent Rep; 157 total) 

 

Scenario 1:  A Child describes a conversation between a teacher & a student in class. The 

student commented that he “was planning to leave the country & move to Canada” based on the 

recent election results. The teacher responded that she “would help the student pack his bags.” 

 

Parent Representatives 

 Talk w/my/another child 

about how s/he felt; have 

child approach teacher in 

private; encourage self 

advocation; if results are 

not fruitful parent 

engagement initiated; go 

to administration 

 Go to the principal to 

address my child’s 

observation; the parents 

of the student should also 

be involved as well as the 

teacher to come to a 

common understanding 

regarding the political 

situation so that the 

education & class 

environment are not 

negatively affected 

 I would immediately meet 

w/the principal, verifying 

if this did occur; why did 

the teacher interject a 

negative tone; what is the 

plan going forward w/the 

teacher; how will the 

school address this issue 

w/the students; how I 

would manage the 

situation depends on the 

position the school will 

take; what has the teacher 

done to assist this child; 

does this child have these 

same issues in all of their 

Teachers 

 If I know the teacher I 

would approach & ask 

about the situation. I 

would listen to 

understand; I would help 

the teacher understand 

how his/her comment 

could be perceived by the 

student & then the 

administration. I would 

try & conclude 

conversation with other 

ways I could response to 

these situations 

 In what context was the 

conversation brought up? 

 Is this a normal response 

from this teacher – a 

repeated problem? 

 Determine what happened 

– discuss w/teacher about 

it – we need to keep our 

political beliefs out of 

conversation / admin 

issue; as teacher – 

sarcastic comment – bad 

comment, needed to 

apologize for 

unprofessional comment 

– need to call parent 

 What way was it brought 

up? – is the teacher 

expressing their thoughts; 

in this room we try to deal 

in facts not feelings; 

reinforce democracy & 

Dean/Counselors 

 Interview teacher about 

situation & why she 

handled what she was 

thinking; suggest that 

teacher perspective take 

position of child, power 

differential, not 

appropriate response; 

counsel child about her 

perception of situation; 

validate child 

 Gain understanding – 

speak w/both for their 

story lens background; 

invite both parties to 

discuss; restorative 

discussions on points – 

how did that make you 

feel; what would you like 

to have happen; what 

could happen moving 

forward to make this 

better deal; what did you 

want the other person to 

hear, worries, concerns, 

fears, etc; address the 

witnesses if appropriate – 

individuals experience 

process & internalize 

differently; advise admin 

 Counselor work 

w/student; open ended 

questions w/student – 

why do they feel that 

way, what happened at 

school to make them say 



classes or just this one, if 

so, why? Has the parent 

been contacted; my take is 

the teacher needs 

additional training or 

supervision on how to 

handle difficult situations; 

talk to student & parent 

 Immediate call to 

Principal; its important 

that children feel safe; this 

statement from the child 

believes a fear or 

antitrust; this is probably 

based on what they’re 

hearing from home; the 

position of staff should 

one of diss… & calm; 

something like “trust our 

system, we have checks & 

balances in places that 

protect us from going too 

far in any direction” 

 I would talk to the teacher 

& express my concerns 

that as a teacher you are 

expected to be more 

aware of being a leader & 

role model; ask what was 

the reason they responded 

like that; teaching 

moment-ask student why; 

ask the student & teacher 

be separated; if it’s a 

conversation then the 

student expressed their 

opinion 

 Listening; get all info; if I 

was told by a child that 

this conversation took 

place; I would reach out 

to the teacher & ask about 

it; I would reassure the 

child that different 

opinions (what the child 

how we should have open 

mind to what’s to come; 

try to leave personal 

feelings at the door 

 Talk with the student 

about their concerns from 

the overheard 

conversation; listen more 

than talk; tell them you 

will follow up with that 

teacher mention if they 

need to talk more, suggest 

the guidance counselor; 

speak w/the teacher & 

share the concerns from 

the student; potentially 

suggest they follow up 

w/that student 

 Discuss the situation 

w/student - describe the 

situation; describe how 

your feelings were 

affected by the comment; 

reassure student that 

he/she is in a safe 

environment where his 

thoughts & opinions are 

valued; address teacher 

have her read the 

description of the 

accounts from the 

student; what were the 

intentions behind the 

comments express the 

concern with her decision 

due to the fact the 

opinions of the child was 

discounted & effected the 

overall relationship 

 Relationships between 

student & teacher; re-

direct, discuss subject 

being taught 

 The response would 

greatly depend on the 

relationship b/w the 

that, validate feelings; 

how do you feel hearing 

that, how do you feel 

hearing the teacher say 

that; does parent need 

contact; focus on 

coping/positive strategies 

 Talk to child – ask how 

did this make you feel; 

tell me more about the 

situation; I would also 

want to know what class 

– gather more facts – find 

out who the student was – 

talk to that student; 

probably get an 

administrator involved if 

needed; If I feel this 

created a tense learning 

environment, make sure 

student & students feel 

safe in class – teacher 

would need to apologize 

to student & class 

 Discuss w/admin – kid 

talk in CLT; discuss 

management strategies 

used in class; student 

grouping; check with 

home life – something 

going on; define the 

situation – defiances; 

observe classroom setting 

w/other teachers working 

w/student; same issues; 

how can we support them, 

is it the content 

 Explore context of 

how/why comments were 

made 

 Discuss the students’ 

concerns one at a time to 

see what they are fearful 

of; ask student if they 

have discussed this 

fear/situation; talk w/the 



had said) are perfectly 

fine 

 Students should be 

advised to give a chance 

to the newly elected 

government to prove what 

it can do to improve the 

country; explain the 

students that it is not easy 

to move to another 

country just like that; it 

involves the kids studies, 

parents jobs, the social 

group 

 I would ask exactly what 

& why the child was 

learning; how did the 

election personally affect 

the child, what is in 

Canada; ask teacher why 

he would help the child 

pack 

 Conversation with my 

kid-how did that make 

you feel; larger 

conversation about views 

on election & motivation 

behind the kids comment; 

if necessary, I would 

address comments with 

the teacher & share 

concerns reflected by my 

kid; if negative, intent 

escalate concerns to 

principal & have larger 

discussion on climate; 

principals are proactive to 

engage teachers & 

students & provide 

closure to situation; 

follow up w/principal & 

teacher, develop a plan to 

enhance ongoing 

programs (tagged to 

bullying or sensitivity 

teacher & student; the 

first read is of a negative 

connotation which the 

teacher may feel similarly 

to the students 

justification for wanting 

to leave 

 I am a little alarmed at the 

outspokenness of some 

faculty re: political views 

– it is a fine line to walk 

between facilitating 

meaningful conversations 

& steering them to what 

you believe; you can 

question the student why 

but that may also put that 

student on the spot 

 Fact finding – nature of 

conversation/context; talk 

w/teacher-why; 

relationship/diversity 

awareness, bias training; 

political views not 

appropriate to place upon 

others; safe environment; 

does parent know/inform 

parent 

teacher to see his/her side; 

regroup w/student to 

discuss age appropriate 

things he/she can do to 

make a difference 

 If child told this to me, go 

to Principal or AP 

 As a counselor, I would 

speak to the teacher; I 

will speak to the AP or 

Dean as well to see a 

report on the kid 

 



efforts) in partnership 

with admin 

 Have to listen/discuss 

what the child heard, 

review everyone has the 

right to their opinion; 

discuss conversation child 

overheard w/teacher-if I 

still feel concerned, 

approach this topic 

w/administration/principal 

 Separate discussion 

w/student & teacher to 

ask why; ask the student 

if these were personal 

opinions or fear based 

upon overhearing media, 

adults, peer discussions; 

ask the teacher if she felt 

her response was 

appropriate; discuss 

interaction w/the 

principal; discuss more 

reasonable alternatives 

w/the student w/o 

diminishing the reasons 

why they feel they should 

move to Canada; teacher 

should apologize 

 Get clarification from the 

child to make sure its as 

factual as possible; 

address the teacher by 

phone; mention the issue 

to principal & get him 

input on how to 

effectively address the 

issue 

 Talk to student to find out 

what prompted 

conversation; arrange 

meeting w/teacher to find 

out their side of story; 

based on results, involve 

AP, document 



 As a parent hearing this I 

would speak to my child 

about how unsettling this 

election has been for 

many; if my child felt that 

this teacher spoke with 

contempt to the student I 

would discuss w/teacher 

&/or admin 

 Explain why teacher may 

have made that statement; 

exploring positive 

(joking, believes Canada 

is nice) & negative 

(believes child is against 

candidate, my way or 

highway attitude) points 

of view; note for future 

 The teacher’s response 

was inappropriate but the 

major concern is the level 

of conversation; parents 

should be careful what 

kind of conversations they 

expose their children to as 

the children repeat & take 

the opinions of their 

parents 

 Request immediate 

meeting w/teacher, 

principal, guidance 

counselor; require full 

account of events before, 

during, after; hear 

teacher’s account; hear 

principal perspective; 

share my perspective-no 

place, shows lack of 

tolerance, 

unprofessionalism, lack of 

diversity/empathy, require 

understanding of 

consequences, offer my 

services in diversity 

training 

Assistant Principals Principals Central Administration 



 Conference w/teacher re: 

appropriate discussion & 

comments; rebuild 

relationship 

w/teacher/student 

 I would meet w/the 

student to get their 

comment & meet w/the 

teacher; ask the teacher 

from their perspective 

what happen; ask the 

teacher what they think 

would be a great way to… 

 Talk w/students who 

witnessed (how are they 

feeling); what was the 

activity/conversation 

beforehand; what is the 

current relationship 

between student & 

teacher; talk w/teacher 

w/in group, 

student/parent, form write 

up; other comments like 

this; why did student say 

this in what light 

 Interview student, 

interview teacher, witness 

testimony; bring in parent 

after facts have been 

investigated; bring in 

guidance to discuss 

situation; seek student 

witnesses; contact Elem 

office w/Principal to see if 

it is HR issue for further 

investigation 

 Information gathering - 

conversation w/student; 

conversation w/teacher; 

conference w/teacher & 

parents; suggest possible 

restorative circle; outline 

expectations regarding 

political discussions; no 

bias 

 What was the relationship 

b/w teacher & student 

before the incident; what 

was the … that led to it; 

restorative practices 

 I want to know how the 

comment was heard-

direct, did the teacher 

bring it to my attention; 

put things in place to 

support the student & his 

feelings-know they are 

valued, safe & a member 

of our family; talk to the 

teacher, clarify what did 

she mean by her 

comments; restate 

expectations-school 

family-statements like 

this will not be tolerated; 

apologize to students & 

possible reprimand; 

teacher needs to call the 

parent; I would also 

follow up w/a parent 

conversation 

 Interview student, contact 

parent; interview teacher; 

interview any witnesses; 

if founded to be true 

teacher would need to 

apologize; disciplinary 

action would follow; 

letter of reprimand; 

referral to HR for 

additional training; pursue 

conversations about 

teacher responsibilities, 

ethics; when was 

statement made; all staff 

received directive about 

political commentaries on 

Dec 18, could be grounds 

for dismissal 

 Already have student 

perspective; have talk to 

 PD on sensitivity; find out 

if there were other 

students who heard the 

comment; bring teacher in 

& hear her side of story; 

was comment made, 

backdrop; bring in parents 

to discuss situation, 

mediate meeting between 

T & P; if comment was 

made in front of whole 

class, apologize in front 

of middle of class;  



 I’ll meet w/student, then 

witnesses, then teacher to 

get statements; call 

parents; parents who are 

passive don’t get results 

 Listen to the student’s 

concern thoroughly; 

inquire how s/he felt; 

apologize to the student 

for any feelings of 

sadness, discrimination; 

facilitate a conversation 

b/n student & teacher, 

letting teacher know that 

s/he needs to apologize; 

have teacher contact 

parent & after apology 

counseling; gain teacher 

perspective; review 

guidelines with teacher, 

talk to student/parent; 

mediate conversations 

between student & parent 

for resolution/apology 

School Board 

 Ask clarifying questions – 

listen to the answers & 

validate concerns; did 

teacher offer anything 

else (to gain context)?; 

speak to Principal - - offer 

differing perspectives; 

remain neutral; refer to 

policy on professional 

conduct 

No Role Noted 

 Talk to child w/parent 

then talk to teacher to get 

both sides; address 

parent/child issues & 

concerns; send teacher to 

sensitivity training; 

discuss concerns 

w/faculty & the 

administration posture on 

this; start sensitivity 

conversations during 

resource blocks when 

bullying was discussed 

 I’d want a conversation 

with student to ask 

thinking; ask student how 

did the teacher’s response 

make them feel; speak to 

teacher to ask why the 

teacher made statement to 

student; not appropriate - 

- anything positive 

w/statement to student; 

manage separate 

conversations then a 

conversation w/student & 

teacher 

 



 Important to listen to all 

parties; ask why student 

felt he needed to leave our 

country; what troubled 

him about the election, 

how might we help him; 

find out exactly what the 

teacher did say from the 

teacher; get his/her 

rationale if they did make 

this comment to the child; 

how can I help all in the 

discussion, share, learn 

from experience? 

 I would first investigate 

the reality 

 Why would you think that 

was appropriate? 

 Meet w/teacher – discuss 

the conversation – did it 

happen?; do some 

significant career 

counseling, sensitivity 

conversation, sense of 

humor, sarcasm; notify 

parent of conversation – 

set up potential meeting 

for apology 

 Speak w/teacher about 

sarcasm – get their side; 

could actually be the 

teacher agrees; speak 

w/child’s parent, explain 

what happened; offer 

counselor, opportunity for 

child to speak about 

concern 

 To staff member, share 

what happened, listen, 

probe, question, 

document, ask if he/she 

was being a role model of 

respect – action depends 

on info gathering; to 

student, share what 

happened, how did that 



make you feel when you 

heard that, what do you 

think the teacher is 

thinking; restorative 

practices 

 Speak with student 

regarding why they feel 

that way – perspective 

shared with teacher 

 Contact parents 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  



Scenario 2:  You hear from a student that he/she perceives that students are being disciplined 

differently based upon their ethnicity or religion. The student comments that the behaviors are 

the same but some groups are treated differently. 

 

Parent Representatives 

 Ask student if they’ve 

communicated 

observation to parent, 

counselor; talk 

w/administration; get 

involved 

 Talk to student & teacher 

& find out fact; it might 

be student have some 

issues or if multiple 

student are complaining 

about same problem; if 

teacher is really biased or 

student is having some 

issues will try to find out 

more details about 

disciplinary action itself 

 I would find out all the 

facts; ask if the student 

notices this often; talk to 

the appropriate authority, 

see if there is data 

available on disciplinary 

causes of action; come up 

with a joint plan on how 

to correct the issue, 

training, other options 

 Collect data, get detailed 

explanation from student, 

ask for specific examples, 

contact other minority 

parents & find out if they 

feel the same way/have 

noticed this; if data 

suggests a discrimination, 

approach teacher & 

discuss openly, if possible 

maybe include counselor, 

try to reach agreement, 

understanding; escalate to 

principal if necessary 

Teachers 

 Ask the student give 

examples to see how they 

are truly seeing the 

situation; try to explain or 

role play (puppets-

counselor) what is really 

happening; if it is 

happening then use 

resources in the school to 

help solve the problem 

 Do not dismiss b/c it’s a 

student; student of all 

ages see things adults do 

not & may not realize; 

seek more details – 

specific examples; class 

rules / expectations / 

consequences to be used 

consistently – self reflect 

 As a teacher, I am 

extremely careful about 

this 

Dean/Counselors 

 What is the specific 

perception; what do you 

observe; discipline is 

always confidential; bring 

in person(s) who 

discipline to explain 

protocol; discuss 

workshops, in-services 

admin have attended to 

address potential biases 

 Talk to the student & get 

… of their perspective, 

examples, how often; 

where is it happening, 

specific teacher; talk to 

the adult, see implicit 

bias, share what student 

… perceives; reflect 

 Have a conversation 

w/student to search for 

reasons for the opinion or 

examples of this 

happening; how do you 

know the results of 

discipline; explain 

discipline process & 

confidentiality; 

conversation 

w/administrators about 

the statement; suggest 

explanation w/process 

 Listen to student’s 

feelings – ask for specific 

examples; analyze 

discipline data; 

disproportionality in 

service 

 Student’s perspective – 

trust admin 

 What are the behaviors? 

What are the different 



 Ask the student for 

specific examples on 

incidents they’ve 

witnessed of differential 

treatment; address 

concerns w/school 

principal or AP; get as 

many details as possible, 

ethnicity of students; how 

would the student or 

teacher know the religion 

of students; has it been 

discussed in class  

 Delve into details w/child 

which kids, is it a regular 

occurrence, is s/he one of 

those discriminated 

against; spend time in 

class, volunteer, observe; 

get specific examples, 

talk to other parents, if it 

seems to be an issue, meet 

w/teacher to gauge their 

level of receptiveness; the 

teacher may not be aware 

 Has the teacher spoken to 

the student to find how 

the cause of the 

disruption; is there an 

arrangement that can be 

worked out 1st between 

student & teacher; I 

would try this approach 

first & give the student 

several opportunities for 

self-improvement; I 

would also make a call 

home to see if there was 

something that might be 

affecting the student’s 

behavior; In MS, I would 

then contact counselors & 

dean if there was still an 

issue, not Principal, last 

resort; In MS, assist 

principal or counselor 

outcomes, consequences?; 

observation; PBIS 

committee – staff/PD to 

address 



depending upon nature of 

behavior 

 Ask child what happened; 

document discussion 

w/child; contact school 

administration/Principal; 

meet w/Principal to 

address concern; identify 

parent; parent/principal 

discuss next steps; 

address teacher 

inappropriate comment 

 Daughter was wearing 

head scarf/gang member?, 

asked by teacher; non-

religious but because … 

other religious accessory 

(cross or …); filter based 

on what you know about 

your children 

 Details from my child – 

specifics; what is actually 

happening; once/multiple, 

language; go to admin to 

ask the question-non-

accusatory questioning; 

my child or happening to 

others; even if data 

doesn’t show this, still 

need to address the 

perception of the child; 

not everything may be 

making it to the data; 

parent & school may need 

to help address the child’s 

perception 

Assistant Principals 

 Disciplined by whom; 

what do you notice, 

patterns; what examples 

can you give; look at disc 

& disp data; look at 

achievement across 

subgroups; perception – is 

it right-data-action plan; 

is it invalidated by data-

Principals 

 Thank student for sharing 

examples; review 

discipline policy 

w/student; look at data 

(PBIS monthly basis); 

share data w/deans, 

counselors, Aps; look for 

patterns (location of 

Central Administration 



what can help w/the 

perspective 

 Ask student for specific 

examples; PD w/teachers 

re: disproportionality; 

sometimes just bringing it 

to teacher attention helps 

diminish 

disproportionality 

 Fellow students may not 

know actual outcome of 

discipline (difficult to 

combat hearsay but 

confidentiality); 

depending on 

development level, inform 

of LCPS targets in this are 

(discipline 

disproportionality); check 

against dates, validate 

perception 

 Ask student to give 

examples; have counselor 

bring up w/groups-talk to 

teachers; look at my data, 

is this true; start the 

conversation from small 

to large in building; 

change PBIS team; ask 

the student who he does 

see as fair-good place to 

start the convo 

 Implicit bias training; 

equity, cultural & 

diversity training; 

multiple data points; 

multi-cultural 

blub/alliance; parent 

night; PBIS 

 What behaviors do you 

see; what are the 

perceptions-examples; 

why do you feel this way; 

fully discuss & explain 

how discipline works & 

how situations are 

incident); discipline by 

teacher or administrator 

 What are the perceptions; 

define differences; how is 

equity being met; fair is 

not always equal 

 What are the behaviors; 

how are they treated 

differently; talking 

w/other students & have 

them write the details; 

talk w/staff; involve 

counselor; if true, have 

conversations w/teachers 

& provide training, 

implicit bias, personnel 

training, equity training 

 Data – referrals & in/out; 

true/false; if so, where 

(referral or suspension); 

PBIS team monthly data 

reviews – share w/staff at 

monthly staff meetings; 

administrator-teacher 

interactions in the referral 

process; what can I 

ascertain about this 

teacher & her reason for 

disciplining 

 Conversation w/student to 

ask why they feel/think 

this way, why unfair; 

investigate, review data; 

follow up w/procedures, 

protocol w/giving 

consequences may need 

to be experienced without 

giving detail to divulge 

confidential info; student 

survey at MS 

 Why do you feel this way; 

what examples have you 

witnessed, experienced; 

look at the data – what 

does it say; actions – 

address small & larger 



handled (class rules 

posted); rethink your 

actions; how do you know 

what the outcome was 

issues; one teacher-true 

bias; whole staff-

unconscious bias; 

education about cultural 

differences; hiring 

practices; student 

voice/choice 

School Board No Role Noted 

 Talk to the student, what 

happened, what caused 

the disciplinary action; 

ask students why they feel 

that way; review PBIS 

data; talk & meet with the 

teacher 

 Ask for specific examples 

& details; talk to 

Principal/Asst. Principal 

& Counselor; request 

action plan & follow up 

meeting 

 Look at discipline data to 

ensure uniformity 

w/consequences; 

foster/promote sense of 

school community 

w/events/open houses, 

build relationships!; 

promote unity w/in 

student body, homeroom 

meetings, etc 

 Investigate through 

student’s eyes & have an 

open discussion w/teacher 

 Take a moment & share 

some positive attribute of 

their students; what could 

I do to prepare you to 

help your student be 

successful?; they need to 

be in class, talk w/other 

staff who may be 

successful in working 

w/student; is this an 

ongoing issue/concern or 

is this a one-time mistake; 

 



as a parent, at the 

conclusion I would meet 

w/student to apologize & 

develop 

relationship/support 

 Location – Examples – 

Specifics – Monitor – 

Believe Him 

 Speak with teacher 

 

  



Scenario 3:  For the past several weeks, you notice that a student has been dismissed from math 

class on four different occasions & sent to the Principal’s office for disruptive behavior. The 

teacher makes a plea to the Principal that the student should be moved to another math class. 

 

Parent Representatives 

 Describe behaviors & 

make sure no hidden 

underlying factor is at 

play; talk w/student then 

w/parent; get 

administration involved 

 I would speak w/my child 

to better understand what 

is going on to provoke 

the disruptive behavior; 

then I would ask him/her 

what possible solutions to 

suggest or ideas he/she 

has for resolving the 

issues; then I would meet 

w/the teacher/principal to 

relay the plan & check in 

w/them periodically to 

make sure all is going 

well 

 What is the cause of the 

disruptive behavior; does 

the student need extra 

support; does the other 

math class have the extra 

support; how long has 

this been going on; parent 

involved; experience of 

the teacher; child bored; 

teacher needs extra 

training; change of 

teachers-subs 

 Get administration 

involved; list the 

behavior to determine 

how disruptive; get to the 

root-is it best benefit for 

student to be moved or 

stay; possibly move 

student, have to deal 

w/difficult people; effort 

Teachers 

 Meet w/teacher & student 

individually to get more 

feedback; have both come 

up with strategies/goals to 

help solve their problem; 

meet together to have a 

discussion on how help each 

other; try to help build a 

relationship & positive 

environment for both; 

teacher: why is he being 

dismissed, how am I feeling, 

how is he feeling? 

 Meet w/teammate / kid talk 

as a team, come up 

w/strategies to keep student 

motivated & desiring to stay 

in class; suggestions for 

engaging students – 

alternative wrap up to 

demonstrate 

proficiency/mastery/learning 

– games, computer, partner 

w/a firm child, confidence 

building, give child a 

job/leadership role, publicity 

 What has the teacher done 

to help work with the 

student?; What is the 

rationale for the teacher 

wanting to have the student 

leave the class?; how can I 

approach the teacher to find 

out some solutions that may 

work in class? 

 Teacher keeps sending 

student out – trauma?; 

review student behaviors; 

reflect…of student 

behaviors & teacher 

engagement/reaction; 

Dean/Counselors 

 Professional 

development for teacher 

in how to handle 

problem behavior; 

interview student about 

what’s happening in 

class/his perspective 

 Take the opportunity to 

observe the class; meet 

with teacher / student, 

then meet w/both – 

strategies contract of 

behavior & 

expectations; the 

teacher will response in 

… way; student will 

have signal or activity 

of choice to regroup & 

choose behavior for 

positive outcome; goal: 

find out underlying 

difficulties, why student 

struggles; contact 

parent 

 Discuss issues – get 

perspectives from all 

parties; look at data/get 

data; talk to team / plan; 

apply interventions; 

there should already be 

a dialogue b/w teacher, 

admin meetings 

w/parent 

accommodating 

 Parent & Trust! 

 Likely student was sent 

to Dean/Dean may have 

told me; call student in, 

explain my role to listen 

& offer strategies; keep 

in mind the student 



of other students-so much 

energy on this one 

student 

 I would want to know 

what behaviors the 

student is displaying that 

are disruptive; I would 

ask why (if deemed 

inappropriate) my kid is 

reaching this way in class 

& would want to have a 

discussion w/the teacher; 

if the student isn’t 

engaged in the class, then 

appropriate activities 

would be suggested; 

parent-teacher-principal 

partnerships to mitigate 

challenges right away; 

student observation, is 

behavior disruptive; 

bored/need extra help; 

outside issues, p/t 

conference w/students 

 Talk to teacher/admin if 

there are issues-listen 

 What exactly is the 

behavior; being 

disciplined differently 

based on ethnicity or 

religion are so disparate; 

why does student feel this 

way; does he/she have 

examples of these 

differences with other 

students; is there a 

pattern; work with 

students on possible 

solutions & other to make 

suggestions to 

administration 

 Investigate before 

reacting; parallel path 

w/teacher & child; more 

details each occasion 

from child; ask extensive 

discuss real behavior vs. pet 

peeves: if pet peeves, look 

for ways teacher can cope 

w/or develop strategies to 

deal w/pet peeves; strategies 

to handle behaviors; 

reflective observation 

 What strategies have you 

tried?; have you contacted 

parents & met together?; 

when does the behavior 

occur – which part of class?; 

strengths / weaknesses of 

the student? 

 Does this happen in other 

classes? What is occurring 

@ the time? What also has 

been tried? What struggles 

are happening if its just 

math? New pattern – home 

life/teacher conflict; your 

job to determine problem & 

work to fix – call home 

 Reflect on situation – are 

there any patterns; 

consistent variable; others 

involved?; reflect on student 

needs – academic, personal, 

family, peer; reflect on 

teacher role – what am/is 

teacher doing, response?; 

work w/grade level team 

guidance counselors, admin, 

specialists; talk to student – 

their perspective 

 As team lead, I would ask 

what those disruptive 

behaviors are & why are 

they worthy of office 

referral; reiterate praise for 

good behavior; attempt a 

relationship w/the student; 

try to be more inclusive 

 Meet w/the teacher, listen to 

their concerns/frustrations; 

offer services as a rewards 

wants to succeed; is 

there an external factor 

influencing behavior; 

talk to teacher – 

connection, find 

common ground; 

suggest mediation; 

involve parent; define 

rules of engagement 

 Look for students’ need 

(Maslow); help teacher 

build relationship 

w/student; model 

teaching in classroom; 

encourage teacher to 

talk to parents of child; 

cico/mentoring 

 I would intervene – 

speak to the Principal 

first – find out about 

past grades in other 

math classes; also talk 

to teacher – what is 

going on, sit in the 

classroom w/student; 

find out if it is more an 

issue of the student or 

teacher – might change 

class – might not… 

availability 

 Conversation w/teacher 

– describe behavior, 

how does it differ from 

others; triggers-content, 

relationships, time of 

day; changes at home, 

class; strategies used, 

have not work, 

implement new ones; 

what work, what 

doesn’t across 

classrooms or is it just 

that class, suggest new 

strategies; conversation 

w/student – what is 

happening, how has he 



probing questions; start 

w/discussion w/teacher to 

understand details from 

his/her standpoint; 

establish that want to 

work together to address; 

ask teacher why haven’t 

reached out to me as 

parent; if necessary, talk 

to other parents 

consistency of treatment 

 Speak to teacher & find 

out what was behavior 

that warranted a move to 

another classroom; speak 

to child; depending on 

results involve principal 

& look at behavior 

modification plan 

 Confused about my place 

as parent with this info; 

several weeks of 

behavior/times?; 

something’s happening & 

student needs support; 

top priority would be two 

fold-support student 

success this teacher was 

pleading so they also 

need support 

 Ask child what happened; 

ask child what the teacher 

would say, chart it; ask 

child what happened at 

the principal’s office; 

document discussion; 

email principal ask for a 

meeting w/all parties; ask 

why I haven’t been 

informed there was a 

problem; meet 

w/participants & ensure 

next steps 

 Written account of 

events, send email to 

school administrators & 

(check in/out) or a place x 

quiet as an alternative to the 

child’s current situation 

 Administration should 

complete walk in 

observations at various 

points of class time; 

guidance &/or a trusted 

teacher should talk to the 

student to assess their 

thoughts of the class, 

teacher, environment, 

outside impacts, concerns, 

worries; open conversation 

w/teacher re: setting events, 

relationships to student & 

reflective thought on 

strategies which have not 

worked, what to try, who to 

consult 

 Meet with the student & 

have he/she describe what 

they perceive the problem in 

this situation; discuss 

w/teacher before making a 

decision like that I would 

need to get more 

information from the teacher 

& student; meet with teacher 

to discuss & describe; we 

teach each & every student 

& look at ways we can 

strengthen relationships 

w/all students 

 Work w/student; strategies 

to mold to their way of 

thinking: visual, verbal, 

kinesthetic 

behaviors…meetings 

w/parentssp 

 Hard to answer - - - address 

the teacher & practices to 

support the student; is the 

student one w/behavioral 

disability or on IEP? 

handled the situation 

before what works; 

changes at home, 

relationship what can 

work for him to stay in 

class 

 Is the student’s 

behavior seen in other 

classes or just math 

class; team only for 

other observations 

strategies; who else is 

in the class that isn’t a 

good group to be with 

 Moved to another math 

class of the same 

teacher?; have you 

contacted the child’s 

parents for suggestions; 

conversation w/the 

student, how can you 

help him/her, what’s 

bothering him/her?; 

offer mediation b/w 

both; built r/s; talk to 

student/teacher 

separately 

 Get student perspective; 

get in touch w/parents; 

conference w/parent, 

student, teacher; work 

out individualized plan 

w/student; relationship 

 Sit down with the 

teacher to discuss exact 

behaviors; observe the 

student/teacher 

interaction in class 

(possibly observe both 

in other classes); talk in 

the IT teams to see how 

this student is behaving 

in other classes; review 

student’s math 

assessments; sit down 



also request removal of 

student because of 

negative impacts; request 

response w/plan w/in 2 

days-if no response 

escalate; if response 

request meeting to 

understand reason for 

delay 

 What was he doing; how 

does the teacher think 

moving my child to 

another class would help; 

work with the guidance 

counselor & teacher to 

come to a viable solution 

 Talk to my child about 

their perception of 

student; request meeting 

with teacher/admin to 

discuss behaviors, 

situations; where they 

arise; class w/teacher; 

what would change by 

switching teachers; 

impact on student 

 Parent need to take an 

active role in setting 

classroom for their 

students; speak w/your 

student about their 

behavior & what they can 

do better; meet w/the 

teacher to discuss how 

you can work together to 

improve the student 

behavior; have the same 

roles at school at work & 

home; have week 

behavior report out from 

the teachers until the 

behavior has improved; 

reward the student for 

improvement!!! 

 Reach out to guidance 

counselor/dean for 

with the student to hear 

their perspective 

 Start the conversation 

with the teacher 

detailing the behaviors; 

address the classroom 

management strategies 

that the teacher 

implemented to resolve 

the issue; what makes 

this student’s behavior 

uncontrollable; offer 

strategies that have not 

yet been tried; has the 

teacher had a … 

conversation to research 

possible reasons for this 

behavior; no the student 

will not be moved! 

 Triggers in math?; 

student’s side; how 

long?; will the change 

help academics?; 

services available to 

help w/math if that is 

trigger 

 Meet w/student – 

support perspective; 

meet w/Principal to 

share; counselor @ HS 

does schedule change; 

talk w/support teacher; 

Principal is ok 

 What has changed in 

student’s behavior?; 

what are they learning?; 

how is the student 

doing academically?; 

what is student’s 

behavior in other 

classes? 

 I would speak to the 

student; I would speak 

to the teacher about 

how the child is doing 

in math – look at grades 



explanation of observed 

behavior; ask student to 

see if it happens again; 

was teacher busy or 

occupied or upset; 

upchannel to 

dean/guidance; if repeat 

then AP & Principal 

 It is acknowledged (I see) 

that the student has been 

dismissed. I would 

recommend that the 

student’s seat be changed 

(behavior could be due to 

others sitting near 

student); the student 

should be sent to the 

library or study hall to 

work one-on-one with a 

substitute as other 

students need to learn; 

maybe the student should 

be moved as the teacher 

is not a good fit for the 

student 

 Does the child have a 

condition; has the teacher 

been trained to manage 

that condition; how 

experienced is the 

teacher; report to the 

staff, principal or vp; ask 

what my child observed; 

how did it make my child 

feel; have a discussion 

w/my child if my child 

notices 

 What constitutes 

disruptive behavior; has 

teacher met w/student to 

see what is going on 

w/student outside of the 

classroom; what 

warnings have been 

given; what other things 

have been done before 

for the past month; 

what the student is 

doing; I will speak to 

the child to see how 

things are going for 

him; if there are any 

recent changes, I will 

contact parents to 

follow up & check in & 

see what he is 

struggling with; I will 

then speak to the 

Principal; as a 

counselor I will speak 

to the parent to get an 

understanding of what 

exactly she is referring 

to then I would speak to 

the principal to address 

the issue 



resulting in student be 

moved 

Assistant Principals 

 Discuss w/teacher-

FBA/BIP-CST; PD on 

classroom management; 

build relationship 

 Does the student have 

skillset to complete task 

(acts out further then 

show he can’t do it); if 

change in behavior (not 

typical), is something 

going on elsewhere (eg 

home); if academic, peer 

support 

 Grade level?; define 

another math class; 

performance data show; 

contact home, parent 

conference; observe the 

classroom; consider 

change to benefit the 

student; what has teacher 

done to help the student; 

fact finding 

 What are the behaviors; 

discuss w/student; 

discuss w/teacher; 

students are not moved 

because a teacher is 

requesting unless the 

student is in danger or 

has history w/person(s) in 

the class; meet w/both 

discuss the situation & 

placement behaviors-

synergize on ways to 

develop a leader within 

this student-perhaps a 

behavior chart/incentives 

 Discuss the concerns 

w/teacher; what are the 

behaviors is the child 

exhibiting; what is the 

teacher’s classroom 

Principals 

 Action plan in place; 

resources in the building to 

help; develop relationships 

w/student (how?); talk to 

student & teacher personally 

 What interventions have 

been used; resources-parent, 

dean, counselor, peers; 

grades?; reteaching 

expectations; rewards for 

positive behavior 

 Talk w/the teacher; what’s 

going on w/in math; ABC 

antecedent; level of 

engagement for the student; 

plea-what have we done to 

support this student’s 

behavior; build relationships 

w/the student; how can we 

personalize this students 

instruction to help keep 

them engaged; conversation 

w/teacher; walkthrough 

observation to see what’s 

going on w/in the room 

 Meet w/teacher to review 

what is happening, what 

they have tried; find 

supports & resources for 

teacher 

 Look at grades; parent 

contact; come up 

w/behavior plan to monitor, 

regulate behavior – contract 

strategies that all agree; 

monitor the interactions 

w/time line 

 What is the student doing 

each time; patterns; during 

tests; quizzes; why; is the 

behavior done so that the 

child will miss math or is it 

done by the teacher to make 

Central Administration 

 Is the student a minority 

male; Who is noticing; 

as principal, I should 

have a solid handle on 

the teachers mgt/quality 

of instruction; what 

active engagement 

strategies are used by 

the teacher; No 

movement until we 

determine that teacher 

has created an 

environment that would 

lead to student success 



management; have the 

parents been involved 

 Meet w/teacher to discuss 

behavior of student & 

what interventions have 

been put in place; meet 

w/counselor & grade 

level administrator for 

background of 

student/parent/teacher; 

meet w/student to discuss 

child’s perception of 

relationship w/teacher & 

behavior; develop a plan 

to correct interaction to 

be positive conclusion; 

meet 

w/student/parent/teacher 

to familiarize plan at …; 

follow up w/teacher in 2 

weeks, parent … 

 Interview student, 

possible other students in 

class; courageous 

conversation w/teacher; 

get to root of what is 

causing student to be 

disruptive; possible 

conversation w/student & 

teacher; bring counselor 

in to follow up w/student; 

did it just start; meet 

w/parents 

 I wouldn’t let it get to 4 

times; I would want to 

meet w/student to find 

out his/her perspective, 

then call parent, then talk 

to teacher to ask for their 

input; observe the class & 

teacher; determine/check 

grades/schedule/issues 

that may be contributions 

to disruption & student 

behavior; seek resources 

of school counseling; 

the principal make the 

switch; set up a behavior 

plan; involve counselor, 

parents, school 

psychologist; how is child 

doing academically  

 I need more information. 

What are the conflicts; what 

interventions are in place; 

what discipline procedures 

are in place; have I heard 

what’s going on; how does 

the parent feel; is the student 

progressing academically; 

child may be crying out for 

help 

 Behavior is communication; 

what is this student 

communicating (student, 

observe, school psych, 

data); change behavior 

(modifications, 

accommodations, can be 

made); teachers – removing 

is not teaching 

 Fact finding – patterns in bx, 

changes at school/home; 

parent input; talk w/teacher 

how is student working; 

reason-frustration; 

strategies, materials 

differentiate; track changes; 

involve student conference 

what does kid need; teacher 

support-CLT/CST if needed; 

peer observation 



determine root of 

behavior then meet 

student’s needs 

 Observe class & CLT 

meetings; look at 

gradebook, data, trends; 

what does the student 

say/do that is disruptive; 

what happens before that; 

how does the teacher try 

to correct/address the 

situation; contact 

w/parents; prior actions 

taken; work w/student-

plans for addressing 

weakness/deficits; work 

w/teacher-assess for 

needs capacity, classroom 

management 

engagement, 

relationships, etc; 

conference 

 Talk w/teacher, talk 

w/student, talk w/parent; 

observe class; figure out 

a plan together 

School Board No Role Noted 

 Find out why teacher wants 

the student removed; reach 

out to parent to see if 

something is going on at 

home; find out if teacher 

routinely kicks out children; 

follow procedures 

 Potentially involve school 

counselor; have 

conversation w/student 

about what he/she 

perspective of what is 

happening, identify 

behavior, identify 

background; should be an 

office referral note attached; 

learn about what other 

classes look like; follow up 

w/teacher to gather his/her 

 



perspective; inquire about 

grades, parent teacher 

relationship & learn about 

what is happening; inform 

parents to build relationship 

amount home & school; 

moving classes is last resort 

 What actions has the teacher 

taken to understand 

corrective measures, 

parental involvement 

(conference) 

 Anger – secondary emotion; 

meet w/student - - - work 

too hard?; meet 

w/stakeholders to remediate 

issues; follow up w/student 

periodically – build 

relationships; follow up 

w/discipline referrals 

 How are the students being 

affected by the disruption? 

 First question – explain 

description; ask teacher how 

much time had they spent 

investing in a relationship 

w/this child; child w/not be 

removed – make a plan to 

speak to student, observe, 

check back meeting, 

classroom management 

 Parents perspective different 

from teacher’s perspective 

 Mediate a conversation 

w/school counselor, 

w/teacher & student 

 

  



Scenario 4:  A parent notices that certain groups of students are not well represented in gifted & 

other advanced level courses. The parent suggests that certain students are not being pushed 

academically, which may be a reflection of low expectations among teachers in the school. 

 

Parent Representatives 

 Talk directly 

w/administration at 

home/local school; talk 

w/Wendy King at the 

LCPS admin level; get 

involved G&T advisory 

council; go to MSAAC 

meeting 

 Diagnose the issue; is it 

teacher … or is it socio-

economic drive in tutors; 

PTO pays english teacher 

to assist student … 

 May be student need extra 

help; teacher might need a 

collective plan; talk to 

respective parents & find 

out root cause 

 I have individual 

meetings w/teacher & 

discuss my expectations 

for my child & ensure that 

we are on the same page; 

ask what they are 

expecting & what that 

look for in referring for 

gifted; I ask teachers to 

move my daughters up in 

groups when necessary; 

continue to push; if 

teachers aren’t receptive, 

move up the chain of 

command 

 What are the 

requirements, 

qualifications for the 

gifted & other advance 

level courses; what is the 

school policy for students 

who don’t apply; what 

does the school admin 

Teachers 

 Contact gift teacher first 

then Principal for 

questions as to why; 

Investigation side: find 

out what the details are; 

have a parent info night; 

collection of data – what 

does our data at school 

look like; how do we 

bring this to our staff 

 Evaluate school data on 

students’ ethnicity, socio-

economic groups to 

determine %’s; look at 

evaluative & 

requirements 

(prerequisites) for gifted 

& advanced level courses; 

staff PD discussion to 

evaluate how to set high 

expectations 

 Why do they feel that 

way? Show lessons being 

taught; what can teacher 

do to not have parent 

feeling that way? 

 As a SPED teacher, my 

primary job is to engage 

in ongoing investigation 

of student progress or 

goals; individualized 

learning & instructional 

differentiation happens 

even within the 

curriculum plan & pacing; 

so while they may not be 

in … causes, they are 

being challenged where 

they are which also 

happens within the 

Dean/Counselors 

 Research the concern; use 

data available to show 

support or disprove the 

claim; if founded, use 

school leadership to 

discuss the 

disproportionality & plan 

for future; maybe 

evaluation procedures 

need to change; there are 

a lot of factors which 

could cause this issue, not 

necessarily low teacher 

expectations;  

 Parent – know criteria; 

see data; asked questions 

of teacher/admin, 

school/district 

community, communicate 

& get involved 

 Provide resources (staff, 

dates of meetings, flyers, 

etc); goal setting 

w/students 

 Talk with parent (voice 

heard; conversation 

w/students & their 

potential empowerment; 

open dialogue q/staff 

regarding pushing 

students (excellence not 

perfection), look at 

student compared to self 

(not a number); 5th convo 

w/MS (courses); look at 

strengths in students 

 Talk w/Futura teacher; 

implicit bias training; 

LISTEN to parent 

 Have parent come in for 

meeting to listen (& 



expectation of their 

teachers when it comes to 

student expectations; 

what makes the parent 

think this 

 Look into all the criteria 

& tests that children in the 

advanced level courses 

have taken to get there; 

ask questions to figure out 

how students are being 

challenged; look at data 

 Not all students who 

performs well get a 

chance to select advance 

level courses; parent 

thinks low expectations of 

teacher; teacher thinks the 

student is not ready yet 

 Is the suggestion based 

off of what they noticed; 

ask stats for all the group 

of children; diversity 

training 

 Talk to parents of groups; 

hear what parent is saying 

“crazy mom”; what 

measurements are being 

used; teachers need to be 

color blind, push & give 

opportunity; 

statistics/tests are color 

blind; exposure to 

gifts/cultures, gifts come 

in different ways; teacher 

expectations; not speak 

english 

 Nationally recognized 

problem particularly re-

accessing ELL; 

question/define the 

“certain”; ask questions re 

data; encourage/reach out 

to undervalued 

communities to sell value 

of programs to parents 

gifted/adv level class as 

well 

 We are in a process of 

adapting to a rapidly 

changing demographic 

that does not necessarily 

present their strengths 

through conventional 

testing or initial 

observation; familiar with 

what our actual numbers 

are; review to see if in 

fact we have an issue; as 

an ELL teacher my 

vocation is not just 

teaching but advocacy; 

high expectations with a 

point parent, student, 

counselor effort if not we 

need to advocate for those 

students as their teacher; 

success at specific level & 

student focus & is 

important more than 

AP/not AP; when there is 

no parent we need to 

advocate for the child; 

what defines a certain 

group? 

student?); look at data & 

student representations – 

is parent right?; meet as 

admin team to reflect on 

acceptance policy(ies) – 

work backwards to review 

entire process 

 



who may not value, 

understand process 

 Talk to other parents; ask 

student if they’ve been 

given info on 

gifted/advanced level 

classes, research 

programs; approach 

teachers/gifted teachers & 

ask about policies & 

inclusion practices; 

escalate if necessary  

 Get a clear understanding 

of what the criteria is to 

get into these classes; 

drawing attention to this 

matter in case a real issue 

exists, speak to principal 

 Plausible input; ask for 

explanation to quell 

belief; provide proof to 

steer action; ask for 

meeting, is school 

diverse, 

conscious/unconscious 

bias; how to avoid red 

tape; can’t share students 

grades 

 See out information about 

the GT program at my 

school, other schools in 

the district; familiarize 

myself w/the selection & 

application process; meet 

w/teacher, others in 

administration about what 

qualities, attributes, 

learning styles GT 

students possess; 

recommend my child if I 

felt strongly that my child 

be considered; look at the 

GT programs in 

neighboring districts to 

learn about what they do 

in IDing students 



 Implicit bias; what can I 

do; resources to leverage; 

get the data!; verify the 

issue-school wide or on 

class/grade; meet 

w/search teacher-learn the 

process, share the info; if 

verified, share info 

w/principal & AP; 

become a part of school 

task force if allowed 

 Get a list of requirements 

needed to be in the gifted 

or advanced level course; 

What does the group look 

like; how is info about the 

programs being 

distributed 

 Assumption could be that 

certain groups of people 

won’t do well in such 

programs; I suggest that 

tests &/or placements be 

given to interested 

students to see if they 

would be a good fit for 

such programs 

Assistant Principals 

 Review previous 

determination; look at 

who is rep in 

gifted/advanced; talk 

w/teachers re: 

expectations; expectations 

should be set at beginning 

of year w/principal; look 

at placement, 

walkthrough, etc 

 Data analysis; 

professional development; 

equity team; 

communication to 

parents; share information 

w/parents; process, 

procedures, expectations; 

meet w/parent first 

Principals 

 Look at students in gifted 

or advanced level classes; 

look at the data points for 

students in the class; look 

at data points for student 

in certain groups; share 

data w/teachers in a large 

group; break teachers into 

smaller groups & 

encourage discussion on 

how to remedy the 

situation; communicate 

w/parents what solutions 

may be if an issue exists 

 What does the data show; 

what does the master 

schedule offer that 

reflects the vision of the 

Central Administration 



 Meet w/the parent & give 

him/her the opportunity to 

be heard; review data to 

correctly measure 

whether or not the parents 

perception is actually true 

 Review data; seek 

potential (teachers, 

resources/student 

interest); safe 

environment to take risks; 

mentor program to 

encourage/promote those 

who are perceived as 

borderline; parent info 

night-balance & 

opportunity when 

selecting classes 

 Bring in the data & 

review what you see to 

address it w/the staff; 

what about giving 

opportunity to students; 

how can we provide 

opportunities to raise the 

bar while providing 

support to everyone 

 Ask parent to better 

define concern, child, 

their child; what are the 

academic expectations; 

data/identify grades, 

benchmarks, sol, etc; 

monitor & assess; identify 

gap groups (under-

performance); share thru 

SIP, etc w/parents 

 Discuss concerns 

w/parent; incorporate 

search teacher – review 

criteria for placement into 

FUTURA; analyze 

student population & 

performance data; 

possible formation of 

school; offer to observe 

the class together; PD to 

teachers; focus on their 

kid 1st, can’t do all kids 

 Review/investigate 

concern; ask if any 

specific details or just 

general thoughts; 

discussions re: ID 

procedures; re-emphasize 

high expectations 

 What are the 

demographics in 

gifted/advanced level 

classes; what is the 

criteria for enrollment in 

advanced classes; 

historically what is the 

trend for performance by 

subgroup; discuss/analyze 

how school can better 

balance or understand 

what additional 

opportunities are needed 

for student to be prepared; 

look at pre-requisite 

courses, teachers, 

students, skills 

 Analyze ratios of student 

in program; discuss 

opportunities for 

differentiation/extension 

for all students with 

parents; analyze teaching 

practices, provide 

opportunities for 

planning, PD, rigor 

 Get the data/numbers – 

future – MS placements; 

do they represent our 

demographics; if so, 

communicate that info to 

community to address 

change those 

misperceptions; if not, 

explore why with both 



committee to discuss 

concerns/issues 

 Encourage parents to get 

involved early, push for 

rigor on _____; meet 

w/parent groups to 

provide extra 

opportunities; Edge 

classes; edge class at 

secondary level 

 Speak w/parent about 

initiatives the county to 

address this issue; Edge 

groups in gr. 2 & staff 

development by search 

teachers; reassure parents 

that we have a culture of 

high expectations for all 

students; we have 

established an equity 

corner that proves 

ongoing training in 

regards to soft bigotry of 

low expectations; explain 

selection process & that 

students background & 

culter can be considered 

staff & students – SLT, 

CLTs, PTO, Staff 

meetings..do we have 

high expectations in the 

1st place or are those high 

performances doing well 

b/c of parent involvement 

 I would need to know the 

proportion of gifted 

students; I would bring 

this topic to my staff; we 

may discuss implicit bias 

with my staff 

School Board 

 Clarify how are they 

getting this info – casual 

observation, hard data?; 

enroll in gifted/advanced 

courses not indication 

students aren’t being 

challenged; suggest 

meeting w/school 

leadership, gifted teacher 

for clarification of 

program; what is real 

concern? Own child?; 

look at programs 

(Academies of Loudoun) 

search for areas of 

improvement 

No Role Noted 

 Examine the data of 

different student 

participation & share; 

listen to parent to gain 

future understanding why 

she feels some students 

are not being challenged 

& could that be a 

reflection of low 

expectations from 

teachers; meet w/parent & 

hear them, especially 

concerns; SEARCH & 

classroom teacher – look 

at grades, SOL data, 

assessments that go 

beyond literal – Wendy 

King run my data; 

 



determine level of 

understanding & higher 

level bloom w/in 

instruction; determine if 

this is a staff devel need, 

institution need or 

accurate 

 Go over criteria/standard 

 Explain different 

opportunities in the 

building 

 Go over demographics – 

find out the school demo, 

county demo, compare; 

look at other buildings & 

see what they are doing 

 High expectations for all 

is the mission of the 

school – we have at ES a 

teacher who does lessons 

SEARCH k-4 w/teachers 

he works collaborating for 

students who exhibit “out 

of the box”; gifted 

program Gr 3 ID process 

– 3 ways: teacher 

recommendation, 

portfolio & Naglaari 

testing – we also have 

groups “edge” for k-2 

who show characteristics 

they meet weekly; when a 

parent believes their 

student should be a part 

they can petition for 

review 

 

  



Scenario – No role and/or scenario denoted on card 

 Talk to student-individually, then w/parent(s); talk to teacher individually; has there been 

parent/teacher conference; teacher/principal counselor meet; find out what best meets 

student’s needs; talk to student to get more information; look at discipline data 

 What interventions have they tried; what is happening when they “act out”; what is the 

function of the behavior; communicated w/parents; are these things going on at home; 

helpful tips 

 I would observe the student in class, determine the antecedents/consequences of the 

behavior-analyze motivation, avoidance, attention; provide strategies to improve behavior; 

building relationships is key 

  

 


